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Densification strategies: invigorating
contemporary urbanities
The projected realisation of about 1 million
(!) new homes in the next 10-15 years
in The Netherlands, is paralleled only by
the vast city expansions of the previous
century (postwar, 1970-80s and Vinex).
Unlike these 20th century endeavours
focussing primarily on the single family as
cornerstone of society, there has never
been a more diverse range of target groups,
environmental challenges and societal
goals than for the new task ahead. Starters,
students, couples young and old, families,
seniors, migrants and locals cannot find
adequate homes or conditions for the lives
they aspire to, while existing close-to-centre
neighbourhoods slowly deplete in their static
monocultural structures.
Can a new approach to (collective)
housing design invigorate existing urban
neighbourhoods, assure social inclusion
and enhance (bio-)diversity? Can such an
approach increase densities and liveability,
while reducing the ecological footprint of
its residents? And can it maintain quality in
the dynamic and disruptive conditions of a
neoliberal housing market in a long-standing
manner?

The Advanced Housing Design Graduation
Studio (AR3AD100) explores how housing
design can successfully address these
challenges. The aim for all students is
to produce a comprehensive housing
project within an inner city location in the
Randstad area, and the studio quest is to
contribute to the city’s affordable housing
stock. The studio’s strands of research
and design tasks include readings, urban
and typo-morphological analysis as well as
historical and ethnographic approaches. It
departs from an analysis of what “inclusion”,
“affordability” and “housing needs” allude
to in urban and architectural discourse in
general as well as in the specific context of
Dutch cities today.
The urban and morphological analysis
allow you to relate your design to a political
economy that enables inclusion and
affordability and to situate your typological
choices in relation to urbanization
processes. The ethnographic and historical
approaches will increase your skills to
detect housing needs pertinently, and to
differentiate between intimate and public
activities, individual routines and acts of
collectiveness.

